You reap what they sow
Understanding the issues linked to the agricultural sector in Lebanon

Introduction
Agriculture suffers generally from a quite degraded and old fashioned image in most countries of the world while farmers are often perceived as backward people who missed the train of modernity in the collective imagination of urban populations. Nowadays, supermarkets spread out over the landscapes, which help disseminate a fake representation of the link between food and agriculture, making us forget about the process of food production, hiding this obvious link from the eyes of the consumers with the help of advertisement, packaging and other asepticized artefacts. Nonetheless, agriculture played and will always play a crucial role in every society as its main function is to fulfill a basic need; namely to feed the population. Lebanon, a small country from the Middle East, has a specific link to food and agriculture. Beyond the pride of Lebanese people for their cuisine and their worldwide renowned ‘hummus’, the country of the Cedars enjoys an especially favorable climate for agriculture. Indeed, located within a mostly arid region made up of deserts, Lebanon is an absolute agricultural Eldorado enjoying astonishing climatic conditions allowing for a diverse agricultural production as well as generous water availability (2.2 billion m$^3$/year$^3$) and thus profiting from a high productivity potential. Located within the Mediterranean Fertile Crescent, the country can be divided into five main agricultural areas.$^2$ Both Lebanese mountains; namely Mount-Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, at high altitude and enjoying a substantial amount of precipitation, are adequate for the production of apples and some other vegetables. The slopes are adapted to the cultivation of olive and almond trees, as well as grapes. The Bekaa Valley is located between the mountains and is a vast fertile

plateau, ideal for the production of vegetables, fruits, grapes but also cereals. In the Northern part of the country, potatoes and cereals are being produced while in the South, a less irrigated zone, potatoes and tobacco are the main cultivated crops. Finally, despite the narrowness of the coastal strip, the latter is especially productive for the cultivation of citrus fruits and bananas (Figure 1). This privileged link to agriculture should enable the country to excel in this sector.

However, the state of agriculture in Lebanon is far from glamorous. Indeed, food security (i.e. ensuring food availability, access and utilization, and the stability of these three conditions over time) remains a challenge and the country is dependent on cereal imports as 83% of consumed cereals comes from abroad. Agriculture is dramatically neglected in the economy in favor of the tertiary sector, supporting mainly finance and real estate. In this neoliberal environment, conventional agriculture, characterized by monoculture, mechanization and the use of phytosanitary products is supported in order to increase yields and to compete on the world market. Within the Lebanese context, other issues are often claimed to be more important as the country is suffering from the lack of basic infrastructure such as electricity and water supply or waste
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management. However, agriculture can be considered as a major public concern as it has a strong impact on the environment, it involves social concerns and at the same time represents an important economic lever. Indeed, aside from its ecological significance, the sector requires a substantial labor force, creating employment. Furthermore, it creates social links and enables the upholding of active lives outside of cities, giving rural populations the opportunity to acquire autonomy at a time when urbanization is advancing at a staggering rate in the absence of legal regulations. Given all the issues linked to agriculture, it is of interest to take a closer look at the agricultural sector in Lebanon. What is the state of agriculture in the country? How come? What about alternative agriculture? Can alternative food systems improve the situation?

After having examined the current state of agriculture in Lebanon, this article will investigate the implications of the Lebanese food production system and will try to identify the reasons underlying this situation. Finally, the article will shed light on the emergence of a form of ‘alternative agriculture’ and will try to understand whether or not it can be a sustainable solution to assure food security in the country in the face of rapidly advancing climate change.

Macroeconomic overview

Numbers can quickly become abstract for a lay person. Nevertheless, they give precious clues about the place of agriculture in the wider Lebanese economic picture. Although data (especially recent data!) is hard to collect in Lebanon, thus making it difficult to obtain an accurate overview of the current situation, one can still gain a general understanding of the macroeconomic situation by looking at the overall trends. In 2017, the agricultural sector contributed to 3.5% of the GDP⁶.
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which is quite low in comparison to other countries of the region\(^7\) (Figure 2). Between 2006 and 2011, the wealth generated by Lebanese agricultural production increased by 11\% whereas the national GDP increased by 32.5\% in the same period. Agriculture hence stays in the background of the Lebanese economy.

However, while looking at the data, one can easily realize that agriculture still remains a crucial and even vital sector for a substantial part of the population, particularly for its poorest members: of the estimated 170 000 farmers or land-holders, half depend solely on the agricultural sector to secure their livelihoods\(^8\) and about 60\% of the overall population relies directly or indirectly on agricultural activities.\(^9\) If in 2009 the agricultural sector represented 6\% of the total labor force, it reached 25\% of the labor force in rural areas, generating up to 80\% of the GDP of some areas. Besides this, the population located in the agriculturally productive zones such as the Bekaa Valley is the population suffering the most from poverty.\(^10\) Agriculture is the sector where the rate of poverty is the highest and in some regions, for instance the North governorate, poverty rate reaches 52.57\% of the population with one in four farmers living below the poverty line.\(^11\) Agriculture is thus a crucial lever to rural development to provide agricultural workers with stable incomes and to fight against poverty. However, the average budget allocation to the Ministry of Agriculture was only 67 billion LBP in 2013, which represents a mere estimated 0.5\% of the total public expenditures.

Direct consequences of conventional agriculture in Lebanon

In the dominant paradigm, in other words the “prominent worldview, model or frame of reference through which individuals, or collectively, a society interpret the meaning


\(^8\) Ibid. P.2.


of the external world”\textsuperscript{12}, conventional agriculture is considered as the norm because it is seen as the most efficient way to feed the growing world population. In this article, conventional agriculture, industrial agriculture and intensive agriculture are used interchangeably and refer to “capital-intensive, large scale, highly mechanized agriculture with monocultures of crops and extensive use of artificial fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides, with intensive animal husbandry”\textsuperscript{13}.

**Food insecurity**

The current state of agriculture in Lebanon has direct consequences on people, such as the weakening of food security. As a reminder, food security is commonly referred to when “[...] all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life”\textsuperscript{14}, as elaborated by the World Food Summit delegates in 1996. Coming back to Lebanon, the country suffers from food insecurity. Indeed, it produces only about 17% of its cereal consumption (mainly wheat and maize) and is therefore heavily dependent on imports that represent more than 80% of total consumption. According to a forecast for 2017/2018, these imports represent around 1.6 million tonnes\textsuperscript{15} (Figure 3). As a result, from a macroeconomic perspective, there is no doubt that Lebanon suffers from heightened food insecurity. A study conducted in 2016 by the World Food Program (WFP) in the country of the Cedars reveals that 49% of the Lebanese are worried about their ability to get sufficient food products. Moreover, in the same study, 31% of the population is unable to consistently consume healthy and nutritional foodstuff.
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throughout the year. When one considers that the Bekaa Valley was once the center of food production for the entire Roman Empire, the current state of food insecurity in Lebanon can legitimately appear a cruel turnaround of circumstances.

Contamination rate of foodstuff and water

The use of pesticides is a cornerstone of conventional agriculture. They are chemicals that aim at controlling pests, such as insects or bacteria attacking the crops, in order to be more productive. Pesticides are “inherently toxic, are classed as semi-volatile organic compounds and include a variety of chemicals in various forms.” Lebanon sadly holds the record in pesticide-use in the Middle East. Indeed, based on the rate of the years 1993-2002, the country is ranked first in the region with a rate of almost 5.5kg of pesticide per hectare. This amount is two to three times higher than the amount used in Egypt or in Jordan. The ex-Minister of the Environment Antoine Karam revealed in 2009 in a study focusing on vegetables and fruits in different regions in Lebanon that pesticide residues exceeding international norms were detected in most of the analyzed crops. According to this study, on average, 40% of the crops are contaminated and it can reach 58% in some regions such as in the southern part of the country. It is also worth mentioning that the rate varies according to the kind of crop cultivated: while “only” 14% of lemons contain residual traces of pesticides, no less than 100% of zucchinis are contaminated. For its part, water does not escape the contamination by pesticide residues either. The Lebanese Agricultural Research Institute (LARI) published a study conducted in different areas in Lebanon testing the conformity of the water from reservoirs, rain, rivers and springs with the standards of chemical analysis. The non-conformity of the samples can reach as much as 85% in Hasbaia or 80% in Baaklin, while the average rate of non-conformity of water in the 8 different areas analyzed.
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throughout Lebanon are up to 59.5%. The link between the intensive use of pesticides by industrial agriculture in Lebanon and the contamination rate of foodstuff and water by pesticide residues is no secret. It is unfortunately only one example of a source of contamination and illustrates a reality related to the current system of agricultural production.

**Pauperization of farmers**

The prevalence of conventional industrial agriculture in order to be able to be productive in a highly competitive environment brought about economic problems that farmers have to face in the rural areas of Lebanon. Indeed, farmers face high inputs costs (such as seeds, fertilizers, pesticides...), leading them into a vicious circle of debt and credit, dramatically reducing their autonomy. Likewise, the rise in price for fuel leads to a higher price for transportation, storage, equipment, and irrigation systems as well as higher prices of pesticides and fertilizer. Another issue that farmers have to face in the absence of agricultural cooperatives in the country, is the lack of market power. Farmers are usually dependent on middle men to make the connection between the farmer and the consumer to sell their produce, and middle men often take advantage of the farmers in the absence of state regulation or protection for farmers. For instance, traders have the ability to store the produce and can thus make enormous profit in the off-season without paying the farmers as much as they should. A common practice among middle men is to underreport the profit to the farmers who are powerless to claim their dues. Farmers also experience difficulties to gain access to international markets because of their lack of competitiveness as well as their inability to respect international sanitarian standards (for instance as seen previously, the rate of pesticide residues). The absence of a Government that monitors and supports good agricultural practices hinders farmers from reaching export markets, which leads to an oversupply in the local market, which subsequently leads to the lowering of prices. The consequence of such a cycle is naturally the impoverishment of the farmers located in rural areas, where agriculture is responsible for the majority of the income. The poverty index in agricultural areas reaches 52.57% of the North governorate population (out of
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which 17.75% is extremely poor) and 29.36% in the Bekaa (out of which 10.81% is extremely poor). Pauperization of farmers in rural areas is thus a direct consequence of intensive agriculture in which being competitive on the regional or world market is a sine qua non condition (though rarely met) to cover farmers’ costs (who, on top of that, are usually highly indebted).

Hidden consequences of industrial agriculture
Social and political implications of a heightened food insecurity
Lebanon is highly dependent on cereal imports and experiences large fiscal deficits. It renders the country extremely vulnerable to price fluctuations and production shortages. The Government has only a restrained financing option due to its deficit in case of a price shock. Moreover, the high dependence on imports and the lack of fiscal resources make it complicated to address an acute shortage of foodstuff and can as a result require external aid in order to avoid famine. Lebanon’s vulnerability is not expected to get better in the coming years. It is worthwhile to take a look at the assumptions proposed by IFPRI to get a reliable picture of this phenomenon. The projected net cereal imports into the country for the time period 2000-2030 are expected to rise by 52%. In other words, the import dependency of Lebanon has no end in sight (let’s face it: not even a reduction can be considered), thus offering little hope for the strengthening of the food security in the country. Besides the dramatic consequences of hunger and poverty due to the food insecurity, food scarcity can also trigger tensions, unrest and food riots. As shown by Rami Zurayk, access to food and social stability are closely linked and food prices, among other factors, played a substantial role in the Arab Uprisings of 2012. Furthermore, a work by Eckhart Woertz reminds us that food can be used as a political weapon, especially when food security

28 Ibid. P.19
in a country relies almost entirely on trade as is the case in the Middle East.\textsuperscript{32} Food security is thus a condition for an effective sovereignty and political independence from other countries or private interests. When one knows that three American agrifood companies (namely Cargill, ADM and Bunge) have a stranglehold on 90\% of the grain trade in the world\textsuperscript{33}, improving food security quickly becomes a priority for achieving political emancipation. This shows that many issues impacting the social, political and economic spheres lie in the concept of food security and the ability to insure it, which significantly weakens Lebanon’s leeway.

**The vicious cycle of climate change**

Agriculture is highly dependent on local climate conditions and physical characteristics like the quality of the soil. This is especially important to consider when noting that the Middle Eastern region is particularly exposed to environmental risks, specifically the rural areas. Indeed, it is one of the most water scarce regions of the world, which will have to face temperature rise and its related effects such as soil degradation.\textsuperscript{34} Moreover, annual precipitation is expected to fall and could be reduced by 10 to 20\%, exacerbating water-scarcity and constraints for its agricultural use.\textsuperscript{35} The International Food Policy Research Institute recently published a study showing projections of the impacts of climate change on crop yields which could lead to reductions of up to 30\% for rice, 47\% for maize and 20\% for wheat.\textsuperscript{36} Conventional agriculture is negatively affecting the environment, which brings about negative effects of climate change on agriculture, which is in turn weakening food security in the region and in Lebanon. This is nothing more and nothing less than a vicious circle reinforcing itself through the dynamic of intensive agriculture. Lebanon’s climatic blessing is progressively spoiled and will not enable the country to avoid the irreversible effects of climate change.

\textsuperscript{32}For a detailed study on food as a political weapon, see: WOERTZ, Eckart. Oil for Food. The Global Food Crisis and the Middle East. Oxford University Press: 2013.


\textsuperscript{35} Ibid. P.2.

\textsuperscript{36} Ibid. P.3.
Long term impact on public health

In conventional agriculture, farmers are dependent on the use of pesticide to combat pests attacking their crops.\(^{37}\) As we have seen previously, farmers in Lebanon have the bad habit to overuse pesticides in comparison with other countries of the region. Yet, pesticides are far from being harmless. The exposure to these chemicals have a well-known negative effect on health that vary depending on the degree of exposure and it can even lead to cancer in some cases.\(^{38}\) Why are products in Lebanon contaminated so frequently? The issue is linked to the applied quantities of pesticides and the preventive waiting period, which requires a minimum amount of time to elapse between application of the pesticide and the eventual harvest of the crops, both of which are often disregarded. Farmers, in order to make more profit under the pressure of competition, proceed to the harvesting process before the end of this preventive waiting period, selling toxic food to the consumer.\(^{39}\) As the State is not regulating the rate of pesticide residues, farmers have the incentive to apply more pesticides in order to be more productive, paving the way for an increasing rate of health concerns related to these contaminations.

Factors shedding light on the current situation

The often common image of Lebanon abroad is linked to a situation of conflict, which is easily understood by looking at the country’s history, from the Civil War to the 2006 Israeli War and the current Syrian War at its border. Needless to say, the geopolitical seismicity of the country plays a major role in the development of the agricultural sector (Israeli occupation in the rural south, destruction of strategic agricultural places during the wars (water canal, storing locals...), illicit cultivation, etc.).\(^{40}\) However, it is interesting to take a look at other factors in order to gain an in depth understanding of the vulnerability of the sector.
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A laissez-faire State

The state of the agricultural sector in Lebanon can be explained, in part, by the historical evolution of the country and the strategic choices made for the economy. After the declaration of independence of Lebanon, a liberal growth-oriented economic system was chosen by the Government as a mean to drive the development of the country. Hence, the policy substantially supported the tertiary sector over any other sector such as agriculture, developing mostly cities on the coast. Under the mandate of President Khoury (1943–1952), Lebanon aimed to become a liberal trade republic with the ambition to be an unavoidable hub of Mediterranean business. Contrary to the other countries in the region, which tried to achieve food security after World War II, Lebanon never undertook agricultural reforms, leading to the absence of a suitable legal framework to support the development of the agricultural sector, which lasts to this day. The Civil War (1975–1990) led to the weakening of the economic structure of the country. The budget deficit substantially increased, capital outflows were massive, and the inflation rose as well as poverty, weakening the entire economy. History repeating itself, after the end of the war, no policy for a proper agricultural development was elaborated. In line with the political decision from the post-independence era, the model followed by Prime Minister Rafic Hariri favored the coastal areas through the tertiarisation of the economy and the promotion of services. Since then, the policy choices from the governments in power remained in line with the existing trend.

On the one hand, the insufficiency of public policy in the agricultural sector deeply contributed to the rise of the agro-industry, which contributed in turn to the imbalanced development of territories, triggering the pauperization of the rural areas. Indeed, with the lack of political will to support an agricultural sector weakened by the Civil War, private investments combined with the reinforcement of a liberal trade policy triggered the recovery and the strengthening of the agro-industrial activity. This revival benefited specific actors, namely big enterprises integrated in the international market at the cost
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of small farmers, emphasizing the distortion of inequalities in the sector.\(^{45}\) This situation explains the hegemony of conventional industrial agriculture (the only form able to be competitive enough to survive on the market) and its disastrous consequences evoked previously.

On the other hand, the neoliberal policies led to a dramatic lack of State intervention. Many issues, crucial for the regulation of the agricultural sector (such as property law, the status of the farmers, the status of arable land or the hydraulic policy to mention just a few\(^{46}\)) are left unresolved because of the neoliberal policies coupled with a Government not thought to be accountable, making agricultural development difficult. This is not to mention the really low share of food subsidies in the Lebanese GDP (0.04\%) in comparison with other countries from the region (for instance in Jordan where it represents 1.8\% of the GDP)\(^{47}\) (Figure 4), leaving farmers with no financial support on top of the complete absence of a legal framework on which they could rely.

It is clearly hard to slip out of this dynamic but it is urgently needed as it harms the environment, it affects public health and does not contribute to (indeed deteriorating) the rural development or the amelioration of living conditions of farmers in Lebanon.

![Figure 4: Food subsidies as a share of GDP](http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTMENA/Resources/FoodSectfinal.pdf)


### Failure of external aid

Plenty of international organizations, as well as non-governmental organizations (NGOs) supply aid that aims to support the rural development of the agricultural areas...
in the country of Cedars. It is also well known that the political arena in the country is an imbroglio that consists of a superposition of different power systems, legitimacy, decision making entities coexisting in a more or less peaceful manner. As a result, some of these organizations involved on the ground are not necessarily neutral and can be motivated by political or confessional purposes, balancing precariously among clientelism, corruption and actual assistance.\textsuperscript{48}

The reproduction of communitarian schemes makes the aid inefficient and exacerbates inequalities within the population. The aid provided is highly scattered and suffers from a lack of regional coordination. In the absence of a regional policy that is thought through in an integrative and global way, the different regions benefit from a limited impact of the disordered projects.\textsuperscript{49} Indeed, despite the substantial funding from different backers, the different programs cannot replace the coordinated action of the State. Finally, another issue linked to external aid is simply that some areas are completely neglected by these organizations, such as the Akkar region in Northern Lebanon.

**Supporting another agricultural system**

The so-called success of conventional agriculture masks significant negative externalities such as environmental harm, health problems or economic marginalization. Consequently, these hidden costs change the approach towards modern agricultural systems, questioning the efficiency of its production methods and bringing about alternative food production systems grouped under the large umbrella-term of ‘sustainable agriculture’.

**Emergence of alternative food production systems in Lebanon**

Sustainable agriculture is defined as being economically viable while respecting the environment and social values. It aims at combining the concept of resilience (the ability to absorb external shocks) with the concept of persistence (the sustenance of the systems in the long run).\textsuperscript{50}

Three key objectives are identified: the agroecological food system must ensure the availability of food (1), must develop in ways that increase the incomes of smallholders (2) and must not compromise its ability to satisfy future needs (3).\textsuperscript{51} In this context, an organic sector emerged in Lebanon; it admittedly remains an epiphenomenon, representing only 0.87% of the total used agricultural land.\textsuperscript{52}

While there is indeed no need to jump for joy when looking at this statistic, one can still be glad to see that the agricultural organic area grew from 200 hectares and 30 farms in 2001 to 2180 hectares and 300 farms in 2008, that is to say a growth of the agricultural surface of more than 1000% (Figure 5).

Obstacles hindering the spread of organic farming

There are of course pragmatic reasons limiting the spread of organic farming in Lebanon. Conversations which I held with conventional farmers yielded that the most important factor was the very high contamination risk. If an organic field is surrounded by conventionally produced crops, the pesticides used have a high probability of contaminating the non-conventional crops, making the organic farmer unable to obtain organic certification. Aside from this, the high investment costs (not only financially, but also in labor force, knowledge and know-how) hinder farmers from initiating a transition as they are usually highly indebted and submitted to market pressure. As a result, unless they correspond to the profile of a young farmer with an access to land and no liabilities, the opportunities are limited. It is also worth mentioning that the certification delivery occurs through the Italian organization CCPB\textsuperscript{53} respecting European standards, which
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\caption{Evolution of the organic agriculture in Lebanon}
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\textsuperscript{52} CHEHAITA, Bilal/ IBRAHIM, Manale. L’agriculture au Liban: la nécessité d’une transition vers l’agriculture durable.\textsuperscript{ National Defense Magazine,} No. 92 : April 2015.

\textsuperscript{53} To have a look at their website, see: \textsuperscript{http://www.ccpb.it/en/chi-siamo/}
has the monopoly on organic certification in Lebanon. The process of control and certification is therefore more costly and takes more time, leading to significantly high prices for the organic farmers in Lebanon (oscillating between 400 and 1 000 US dollars per year). Finally, the communitarian fragmentation of the country reduces the opportunities for the creation of a cooperative driven by the common interests of the farmers (96% of the farmers do not belong to one), which could help them in gaining bargaining powers in order to support the development of public policies in their favor. Nevertheless, to keep a positive note, let’s not forget that the country’s agricultural sector is organized around small holdings (no more than 5% of the farms are bigger than 4 hectares) (Figure 6), which is well-adapted for a transition towards organic agriculture. Moreover, the possibility of a federation of farmers should not be completely discarded as projects are emerging that advocate for the reinforcement of a farmer’s identity beyond confessional belonging. This could lead to what is commonly known as a farmer’s union and could bring about a framework for sustainable agriculture through their claiming of their rights. Finally, we need to remember that organic farming is becoming a trend in Lebanon (mainly for health reasons) due to a rising awareness among people, which could stimulate the development of the sector.

Diversity of profiles and contradictory approaches

However, one needs to be aware that organic farming is rarely a real alternative to the market system and barely triggers an inclusive rural development as it is officially
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58 More about the features for a conversion to organic farming, see: http://teca.fao.org/fr/read/8557
claimed. Farmers’ approaches vis-à-vis sustainable agriculture are broad and can sometimes even be divergent. I could identify profiles of organic farmers through different meetings, which help to shed light on the underlying motivations and outcomes of non-conventional agriculture in Lebanon.

The most powerful, or in any case most visible actor in the organic sector in Lebanon is the organic agrifood company Biomass. Easily identified in Lebanon as it is the main actor selling organic products in specialized shops and in supermarkets, the company controls the entire production chain of organic food. Indeed, the enterprise works with farmers officially certified ‘organic’, buying their production and carrying out the sorting, packaging and selling of the food. The official aim of the company is to make organic products more accessible and available for the Lebanese consumer. The market rhetoric is assumed, the highlighted idea being to increase the quality and the quantity of the food while lowering costs of production. Growth perspectives are huge as this niche business is still at a low level of development and the size of the agrifood company allows it to benefit from economies of scale.

The other profile of non-conventional farmers is the small-holder. These farmers are generally young (between 25 and 35 years old), studied in Lebanon or abroad and had other jobs before turning to agriculture. They usually have an easy access to land (because it is a family property or because they have the financial resources to afford it). One can consider that they ‘returned’ to the land as they choose voluntarily after a professional carrier in completely different sectors to go to or to come back to the countryside. The reasons mentioned to explain this reversal are most of the time closely linked to an awareness about ecology and public health as well as a will to change the way agriculture is seen; to “make it more attractive”, as one of the farmers puts it. To achieve this explicit objective, these farmers usually apply new cultural practices such as permaculture techniques: a shift from a linear to a circular system that mimics natural cycles (recycling nutrients, integrating crops and livestock, diversifying species, focusing on interactions and productivity, resource conservation, low-external-input techniques, deconstruction of dependency on fossil fuels). The market logic nevertheless stays significant as the sector is economically highly risky and the financial sustainability is not
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guaranteed. These actors thus demonstrate a corporate pragmatism in order to ensure their economic survival.

Finally, the last type of non-conventional farmer can be identified as having almost the same profile as the small-holder but less business-oriented. This category of farmers usually use their farm as a pilot-project in order to demonstrate the efficiency and the virtue of non-conventional farming. Therefore, values and beliefs regarding ecology, inclusive and sustainable rural development and community empowerment are ubiquitous in the discourse. They officially aim at raising awareness, bringing about new agricultural practices and emancipation from the dependence towards transnational agrifood businesses. Nevertheless, they have the opportunity to do so at the cost of a dependency upon external funds to finance their projects and that allow them to escape from the market logic.

A two-tier system

A professor from the American University of Beirut (AUB) helped me understand the discrepancy between the discourse and reality. Indeed, he highlighted the fact that farmers are embedded in an economic structure which is shaping their behaviors towards an economic individualism in order to be able to face the competition of the free global market. Whether they believe in alternative agricultural approaches or not, farmers need to follow the rules of the market to be able to have a decent life. The failure of Biocoop Lubnan, a cooperative of organic farmers in which the number of participants dramatically decreased from 50 to 3 within 6 years because of the irrenversible concentration of the market due to competition illustrates this phenomenon and sheds light on the economic constraints faced by farmers. Farmers submitted to the market logic need to be competitive in order to survive economically despite the willingness they can show at first in such organization. Therefore, the arbitrage will always be done between the different dimensions instead of trying to act upon all dimensions at the same time (social and/or political and/or economical and/or ecological).
The two-tier system is perfectly illustrated by this supermarket shelf where organic products are wrapped in two layers of plastic.

This advertisement in the same supermarket sheds light on the denial of the multidimensionality of agriculture: in this case, quality cancels ecological concerns.

As a result, organic agriculture in Lebanon, by being integrated into the classical distribution networks and the dominant financial narratives, hardly represents an alternative solution to the industrial system, nor does it push for a system change. A two-tier organic agriculture is emerging in the country. On the one hand, a corporate oriented organic production is applying a minimal respect of the norms, leading to the reproduction of the inequalities of the conventional system. On the other hand, other actors aim to a certain extent to go beyond this trend and to emancipate themselves from the conventional system. However, these actors are facing inherent contradictions between the rule of the market and their values and beliefs.

Conclusion
To conclude, the state of the agricultural sector in Lebanon does not allow the country to ensure food security. This is not to mention the other dramatic consequences linked to the agricultural system, such as health issues or climate change implications. The political situation and the strong inclination of the governments in power for neoliberal
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policies does not give much hope for an imminent change. Lebanon radically needs a long-term and systemic vision for the agricultural sector in order to avoid the significant waste of its fortunate resources, to fight against the pauperization of farmers and to trigger a proper inclusive rural development in the face of imminent and dramatic climate change. If the emergence of organic agriculture in its current form barely challenges the practices of the industrial production system, it nevertheless represents the first step towards a much-needed change. The lack of State regulation is a double edged sword for this purpose. On the one hand, the absence of a legal framework is an open door to all kinds of abuses, injustices and a further degradation of the situation. For instance, as shown by a study conducted in 2014, the absence of regulatory measures brought about uncontrolled imports of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) despite the ban on imports of GM seeds (Law 778-2006) of the country.\(^60\) The GM soybean imports involve “the risk of an accidental contamination of human food chain with GMOs products intended for animals (…)”\(^61\). On the other hand, the lack of regulation is also an occasion for new radical initiatives to emerge and to bring about real alternative food production systems. It is worth taking a look at and getting inspired by movements such as the Via Campesina\(^62\), a global peasant federation, building transnational alliances in order to resist industrial agriculture and to support alternative food production systems and small farmers. Agriculture, given its potential to radically reject the neoliberal market, can (and should) be used as a political tool to trigger societal changes while being a mean to ensure food security in the country by drastically reducing the dependence vis-à-vis transnational agrifood businesses and by empowering local communities.

---

\(^{60}\) SAKR, Joyce et al. First comprehensive GMOs testing in Lebanon: Screening, identification and quantification of GM soybean imports. *Food Control*, No. 36: 2014. 146-152.

\(^{61}\) Ibid. P.151.
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Appendix

Appendix 1: Chemical analysis on water from reservoirs, wells, rivers, sources.

Calculation from the author, based on data acquired from the Lebanese Agricultural Research Institute (LARI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Conformity (%)</th>
<th>Non-conformity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baaklin</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasbaia</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebaa</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanar</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kfarchakhna</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kesrwan</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akkar</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 2: Income distribution and poverty, Lebanon, 2004/5